
Accelerating business evolution

Business Management Software for Small to Medium Manufacturers



Today’s manufacturing businesses
operate in an environment of constant
and high-speed change, where the
ability to adapt quickly and effectively
has become essential for success.

Globalisation, synchronised supply
chains, and ever higher customer
expectations, all place a premium on
information and flexibility to maintain
competitiveness.

Caliach Vision is an integrated business
software system enabling rapid
information processing and sharing,
where management and operational
decisions can be fully supported by fact. 

Simple to implement and use, Caliach
Vision allows even the smallest
manufacturing and jobbing organisations
to benefit, while minimising total cost of
ownership for all.

Flexible multi-mode operation can
simultaneously support both pull and
push demand types, while a wide range
of features and configuration options are
available to support your lean, agile and
other business development initiatives.

Automated business exception and
workflow reporting, combined with
integrated messaging, provide rapid
communications both inside and outside
the organisation, harmonising internal
activities and the extended supply chain.

Extensive and flexible reporting and
analysis options simplify monitoring of

key performance indicators, and ensure
total business condition visibility. Security
is assured through hierarchical access
privileges, with password validity control
and encryption.

Integrated Customer and Supplier
Relationship Management (CRM/SRM)
maximises value from supply chain
relationships, while traceability and
tracking capabilities follow materials and
product from supplier to individual end-
user.

If you make only one decision today ...
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Caliach Vision – the foundation of success

The system operates under Microsoft
Windows, Apple Macintosh and Linux
operating systems, and can be deployed
multi-platform in a mixed local area
network environment. Wide area network
support is available through thin client
technologies such as Microsoft Terminal
Services and Citrix.

A critical success factor in the
implementation and operation of any
enabling technology is ease of use.
Caliach Vision has been designed to
simplify and speed processing with an
ergonomic and intuitive Graphical User
Interface (GUI). Users can be empowered
with a customised working environment,
including a structured function navigator
complete with personalised help.

Reflecting modern working practices,
multiple tasks and windows can be active
simultaneously and interactively, while
extensive drag-and-drop and drill-down
capabilities further increase efficiency.
Staff costs are further reduced with
comprehensive pop-up help and an
integrated, searchable reference system.

Caliach Ltd is an acknowledged expert
and innovator in manufacturing
management systems. Our aim is to
exploit the latest technology to deliver
simple, powerful, affordable business
management software.

Established in 1990, Caliach Ltd
pioneered enterprise resource planning
software for small to medium-sized
manufacturers, driving the industry
standard for the sector. Multinational
manufacturing experience led to steady
growth in our user base, and our systems
have proven themselves in a wide range
of industries.

We are committed to providing the
highest quality products, backed by
responsive customer service and support.
Our objective is to establish Caliach Vision
and future products as standard
management tools for small to medium-
sized businesses, just as office and
accounting programs are today. With
Caliach Vision, manufacturing excellence
is no longer the exclusive preserve of
large corporations.
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Benefits that can be realised from a successful
implementation of Caliach Vision include:

� Reliable stock availability and faster stock rotation

� Improved supply chain performance and delivery
accuracy

� F ast, accurate cost estimating and secure pricing

� Improved productivity and resource utilisation

� Rapid and effective response to change

� Better management of business growth and product
complexity

� Greater administrative efficiency

� Improved customer satisfaction and retention

� Increased profitability and return on capital

� Tighter financial controls and cashflow management

... empower your business to succeed ...
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� Scheduling

� Costing and estimating

� MRPII

� Customer and Supplier
Relationship Management
(CRM/SRM)

� Sales Orders

� Purchase Orders

� Product and Order
Configuration

� Works Orders

� Jobs

� Stock Control

� Bills of Material

� Quality Data and
Traceability

� SFDC

� Accounts

For Companies:

� Make-to-Order

� Engineer-to-Order

� Configure-to-Order

� Make-to-Stock

� Schedule Orders

� Batch Production

� Jobbing

For Industries:

� Aerospace

� Automotive

� Biotechnology

� Chemicals

� Components

� Education

� Electronics

� Engineering

� Furniture

� Instrumentation

� Jewellery

� Metals Trading

� Packaging

� Plastics and Rubber

� Pneumatics

� Precision Engineers

� Scientific

� Sports Equipment

� Telecommunications

� Television

� Textiles

� White Goods

A Complete Business System


